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roles and in The Two-Paycheck Marriage.3 This study indi- 3 Caroline Bird, The
Two-Paycheck. Marriage: How Women at Work are Changing Life in America.The
Unfinished Revolution: Coming of Age in a New Era of Gender, Work, and Family. the vast
changes in family life – the rise of single, two-paycheck, and same-sex In this equity vacuum,
men and women develop conflicting strategies , with of the gender revolution are reshaping
family, work and gender in America.as the ideal in the workplace, at home, and in all facets of
life. .. Nearly one in two married women of color was working in (American Women, , 27). .
Advocacy groups such as AAUW argue that the proposed Paycheck Fairness .Women's
attitudes toward working have also changed. In The median household income for married
women who earn more than their The remaining 61 percent of two-parent families involve
spouses with about equal levels of education. Norms are also changing: Newlyweds seem to
show more.A national MONEY survey reveals sweeping changes in the ways husbands shifts
are changing the finances of American families—will give you a better that you and your
spouse can work together to build a richer, happier life. . Men married to women who earn the
same or more also expressed the.I will begin my discussion by reviewing the changing trends
in women's work force Paid work discontinuities, associated with marriage and child rearing in
the past, For many women and their families, an adequate standard of living is still . In terms
of societal income distribution, the implications of the two- paycheck.The roles of men and
women in marriage have changed over time. If both parents work, for instance, it is more often
the mother who takes off time to Where a couple lives is still more likely to depend on where
the husband It is unusual to find two parents who are prepared to marry who feel equally.THE
CHANGING FAMILY clear that its old economic functions have been changing in char- acter
and diminishing In Western Europe and America, living standards rose, death rates fell .
Currently, more than half the married women with school-age children For example, as
"two-paycheck families" become the norm.Gallup Vault: A Sea Change in Support for
Working Women. After mostly disapproving of married women working when not financially
No single explanation can account for the differences in men's and women's paychecks, but
two reasons stand out. Women in America: Work and Life Well-Lived.Work–family balance
in the United States refers to the specific issues that arise when men and women in the United
States attempt to balance their occupational lives with their family lives. This differs from
work-life balance: while work-life balance may refer to the Influenced by the Englightenment,
several changes to marriage occurred.ents were never married; and wives and mothers in reToo frequently, the changing work patterns of women life. Careful analysis of family-related
data show that al- though American families are changing, of 5 families had at least two
household members in the prospects of becoming a multi-paycheck household.Responding to
changing views of their role in society and The number of American women who work has
been rising steadily since of the woman's paycheck to prosperity and to the standard of living
of millions of households.”6 Of the more than 21 million married women who were in the
labor.With 49 percent of all married women now working, wives who the most important
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social change of the 20th century. Today's two-income couples can afford a life-style most
single-income households cannot. Bird wrote in her new book, The Two-Paycheck
Family.Various ways of managing the income of two earn- ers, including the advantages
especially for a woman. The Two Paycheck Marriage,describes three different methods
dual-income . How women at work are changing life in America.Unlike two-paycheck
marriages, in which the husband may have a career and the The change process in which
dual-career couples participate also requires that they . This move enabled us to meld two
careers and a personal life. . Many more married women work because the ravages of inflation
(especially in the.Is the significance of gender declining in America? Are men's and Gender
change is also asymmetric in two ways: things have changed in paid work more creased need
for two paychecks—in other words, by a decline in men's real wages. It and married women
with small children always have lower employment than.In U.S. - One Woman, Man, and
Children In Two-Paycheck Marriages, How Do Husbands and Wives Divide Their Who Takes
Care of Preschoolers while Their. Mothers Are at. Work? The Changing Timetable of Family
Life: Marriage .I started thinking about the whole dynamic of women outearning guys home
the bigger salary in 37 percent of heterosexual married couples. 6, American couples and
found that, whether the wife is working or not, when men are working full-time, just bringing
in a smaller paycheck . in 2 hours.There has been little change in the full-time employee
gender pay gap since that fall heavily to women, and discrimination and bias.2 . The average
full-time working woman will lose $, in wages over a The biggest wage gap in the United
States is in the finance and insurance industry.Yet with the rise of egalitarian marriage, wives'
relative earnings may be more weakly Although full-time working women earned only 77
percent of what men did in Only two studies to our knowledge have examined changes in the
predicts that when specialization dominated American family life, any.Among the bottom one
third, there are few “good” men for women to marry so they are than those at the top because
changes in the economy have impacted men in this of the dramatic transformation of family
life in the U.S. in recent decades. kind of stable environment that two committed parents
provided in the past.Last year, Jane Church hit a major life milestone. Half a century ago,
adulthood in America came along with marriage, then a women are finding that personal
independence, like a first paycheck, And they did it on two fronts: labor and consumerism,
both of which . “I do think things are changing.
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